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Introduction

1 . In making assessments of fast reactor safety a number of accident sequence s
can be postulated in which molten fuel contacts sodium in a number of possibl e
modes . In the absence of an understanding of the way in which reactor materials
interact for these contact modes it is necessary to make assessments over a rang e
of plausible conditions and assumptions . This enables those areas where a n
interaction might cause a new stage in the escalation of the accident to b e
identified and at the same time to establish what characteristics of the inter -
action may be important . Whether in real situations interaction of molten
reactor materials can have such characteristics can then be considered from bot h
a theoretical and experimental viewpoint . It is suggested that although high
efficiency vapour explosions involving large amounts of fuel in which there i s
rapid and coherent fragmentation are a main source of concern in many acciden t
sequences, interactions with other characteristics may also be important . Two
areas which have been identified are :

(i) the interactions of low efficiency which need only involve smal l
fractions of the fuel or possibly could include molten clad but which ca n

accelerate sodium and fuel sufficiently to give rise to large reactivit y

changes. The recent incident at a steel plant in the U .K. in which 100 tons

of molten steel was ejected to a height of 10 m from a torpedo ladle whe n
water accidently poured into it is a particularly striking illustration o f
such movement ; and

(ii) interactions giving rise to a much slower and less coherent hea t
transfer which may require some degree of fragmentation but not th e
extensive fragmentation by the specific mechanisms associated with vapou r
explosions but which nevertheless on the reactor scale could lead to high
slug impacts on the containment .

2 . Accident codes are being constructed in the U .K . to investigate a series o f
hypothetical incidents . Modules are required for these codes which enable th e
consequences of any postulated SFI to be determined . Both subassembly and whol e
core geometries are considered . Modelling of an SFI has been kept as simple a s

possible since it does not appear that any more insight into the consequences o f

SFIs can be obtained by a more complex treatment .

Subassembly Geometry

3. The EXPEL Code is described in Ref 1 . It is a one dimensional code having
a single interaction region which expands against the constraint of a column of
sodium . The heat input into the sodium has to be specified as input data or by a
simple time dependent equation . This simplifies the program and is no mor e
arbitrary than assuming a particle size distribution and a heat transfer model .
The constraint of the column is treated by the acoustical and the inertia l
approximations . The transfer to the inertial approximation takes place when vapour
is first produced in the interaction zone after the return of the rarefaction wave .
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Typically vapour is produced immediately the rarefaction wave returns to th e
interaction zone but in certain cases it may be delayed . The code then assumes
complete transmission of the rarefaction wave into the interaction zone and a
modified acoustic approximation is used until vapour is formed .

4. Although the dynamics of the coolant expulsion have been greatly simplifie d
a comparison with solutions of the one dimensional Lagrangian equations of a
compressible fluid using the code TOPAZ. suggests that for most purposes th e
treatment in EXPEL is ade quate . TOPAL permits a variation in pressure across th e
interacting zone and indicates that the pressure at the centre of the interactio n

zone rises more rapidly than at the ends and reaches a higher . maximum . The
pressure given by the acoustic approximation in EXPEL rises initially at the sam e
rate as that at the centre in the TOPAL calculation . Since this rate is a factor
of about five greater, in typical cases, than that at the free end the acousti c
approximation predicts too high an initial expansion . The acoustic pressure does
not rise so high as that of the TOPAZ calculations however and the impulse given
to the coolant column during the acoustic period is not significantly in error
nor is the time to expel the sodium from the channel . The sodium density
variations in the interaction zone predicted by TOPAL are however significant as

shown in Figure 1 . This means that when the simple code is used in whole core .
accident codes the reactivity changes can be in error .

5. Parametric surveys have been made with the EXPEL code for a range of condition s
within a subassembly . The central parameter in the SFI process is the heat
transfer time constant which very strongly affects the peak pressure . Figure 2
shows typical results. Whilst the peak pressure may be of interest in considerin g
possible subassembly damage it is not the primary concern when reactivity change s

due to coolant movement are important . Voiding times of the significant regions
of the core that contribute to the reactor void coefficient are typically abou t
10 ms for heat transfer times of 1 ms and double this for a heat transfer time o f
10 ms but for slower heat transfer rates the voiding times become large and hav e
little significance in reactor safety assessments . It is concluded that from
the point of view of both subassembly damage and sodium expulsion only SFIs, of
the type where there is the rapid heat transfer attributed to vapour explosion s
in which there is rapid fragmentation down to very small particle sizes, ar e
important .

6. The length and position of the interacting zone has also been investigated .

Even with an interacting zone of only 5cm at the central position the void time
in the region of the core where there is a positive coefficient is only slightl y
larger than 10 ms . For an interaction at the top of the core involving a 5 c m
length of fuel the rate of voiding the positive void coefficient region i s
relatively slow and because the negative void region is being voided rapidl y

the net reactivity ramp rate is considerably less .

7. The survey showed that in this geometry vapour blanketing is onl y
effective for heat transfer time greater than about 1 ms otherwise sufficient
pressures are generated to expel sodium rapidly from the channel .

8. A calculation assuming the interacting zone contained a non-condensable gas
volume of 10% of the sodium volume indicated that only the early pressure histor y
is strongly reduced. It does not show as high a peak pressure associated with the
compressed liquid state and it occurs later in time . The rarefaction wave arrive s
correspondingly later but the total impulse delivered in the acoustic period i s
only a little lower than in the standard case . Increasing the gas volume further
keeps the pressure low longer but it eventually rises and gives a very simila r
voiding rate . It is of course possible that the gas influences the SFI proces s
in a more fundamental way .
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9. Vapour condensation on cold clad as it is exposed has also been considered .
Initially the zone grows much like the standard case but as the pressure falls the
sodium slug slows down and the void starts to collapse . Because the initial
behaviour is little affected there is little difference in the reactivity chang e
when the heat transfer rate is large .

Whole Core Geometry,

10. For a general survey of the characteristics of an SFI which are important in
determining the explosive yield of a SFI following disassembly a simple dynamica l
model of an expanding spherical interaction zone immersed in a semi-infinite se a
of cold liquid was used and programmed as the SHORE code . Within the interacting
zone a simple heat transfer model was adopted which included a heat transfer tim e
constant Th and a fragmentation time Tf . Vapour blanketing could be considere d
in a number of ways . Heat loss across the interacting zone/bulk sodium interfac e
and to structure uncovered during the expansion was considered in a simple
manner . Table 1 gives some representative results of explosive yields defined a s
the worô yield for an expansion down to 2 baars . The fuel temperature was taken
as 3500 K and the sodium temperature as 800 K. The , fuel to sodium mass ratio in
the interacting zone was 5 :1 . The initial radius of the interacting zone was 1 m
except where stated otherwise .

11. The thermodynamic yields, i .e . the yields assuming constant volume mixing of
. the fuel and sodium and expansion down an adiabat of the mixed materials are onl y
slightly higher than the values of 527 J/g and 510 J/g for the 1 m and 0 .5m radius
interacting zones respectively shown for a heat transfer time constant of 1 ms . The
table shows that for geometries of the size of a reactor core, significant reduction s
in explosive yield are not found unless the heat transfer time constants ar e
appreciably greater than 150 ms . This suggests that when assessing the potential
damage from an SFI following disassembly it is not only necessary to consider th e
possibility of the specific mechanisms which are believed to occur in vapou r
explosions of the type in which there is rapid and coherent fragmentation and whic h
involve heat transfer times of about 1 ms but also of other mechanisms whic h
could be slower and less coherent involving some degree of fragmentation but no t
necessarily to the extent that arises in vapour explosions . It is possible tha t
events arising after the nuclear excursion itself could produce such fragmentation .
The series of experiments described by Briggs (Ref 2) is intended to investigat e
whether in various geometries and contact modes such mechanisms arise .

12. Table 1 shows that if it is assumed that once vapour is produced it completel y
inhibits further heat transfer (Column 9) then explosive yields are considerabl y
reduced provided the heat transfer time constant is larger than 1 ms . A similar
result is obtained (Column 8) if it is assumed that heat is conducted throug h
the vapour layer assuming it uniformly surrounds particles of 100 pm. Another
assumption that can be made is that the heat transfer is proportional to the liqui d
coolant fraction and results of such an assumption are given in Column 7. In this
case heat transfer times of more than tens of ms are required for vapou r
blanketting to be effective .

13. The estimates of the heat losses to surrounding sodium (Column 10) and t o
cold sections as they become uncovered (Column 11) are not particularly effective
in reducing yields .
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14. Although the above model enables a survey over a wide range of parameter s
characterising an SFI to be carried out the investigation is restricted to an
oversimplified geometrical model . `Phe containment codes which are being develope d

in the U .K. give this better representation and these now contain some modellin g

of SFIs . As a preliminary study a 'ducted' (inner tank) design of reactor a s
shown in Figure 3 and an open pool design as shown in Figure 4 have been considered .

In order to simplify the problem in these preliminary investigations, the inner

tank walls were made completely rigid and the floor of the inner tank was taken t o

be the diagrid which was also taken to be perfectly rigid . The gas space between

the sodium slug and the reactor roof has been artificially increased . This enables

the work yield of the SFI to be determined after what would have been roof impac t

'in an actual reactor incident . The effect of increasing the gas space also has th e

effect of maintaining a near constant 1 bar pressure on the surface of the sodium

slug throughout the whole expansion . This is approximately the situation in th e

real case because cover gas can escape into the neighbouring gas space of the oute r

tank . For some of the more rapid SF1, high pressures are predicted on the walls o f

the inner tank and this would cause it to deform or fail and to reduce the predicte d

loads on other parts of the system .

15. The codes which have been modified to include modelling of an SFI are REXCO
and a similar U .K. code, ASTARTE . Both of these are two dimensional time
dependent compressible Lagrangian codes . A time dependent F.ulerian code, SURBOUM

which models the two dimensional flow in an incompressible fluid using the Marke r
and Cell technique has also been modified . These codes have been used extensively
in containment studies of nuclear excursions and a preliminary survey has now bee n
made to compare the damage arising from SFI with that from a nuclear excursion .

16. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the pressure time histories in the interactin g
zone for the ducted design for the conditions given in paragraph 10 . The peak
pressures in the 2D calculation compared with those of the ID case reflect th e
more restricted geometry . SURBOUM gives higher pressuresthan PEXCO since the
bulk sodium is treated as being incompressible .

17. In discussing the consequences of a nuclear excursion it is customary t o
characterise its magnitude by the explosive yield, defined as the work yield for a n
expansion down to some low pressure e .g. 2 bars . In the practical situation thi s
energy is not released since there is insufficient free volume. in the reactor t o
allow such an expansion. Typically it requires an expansion ratio of severa l
hundreds to release the explosive yield whereas slug impact on the reactor roo f
which is of particular importance in assessing damage potential occurs when th e
volume expansion is in the region of about 20 . However the work done up to thi s
point is directly related to the explosive yield since after disassembly th e
expansion of the U02 follows a specific adiabat . The explosive yield therefor e
still has some merit when comparing the results of surveys over ranges of parameter s
such as reactivity ramp rates, doppler coefficients etc .

18. For an SFI expansion the situation is more complex . Not only does i t
require an expansion ratio which is double that of the nuclear excursion to obtai n
the explosive yield but since heat is being transferred from the fuel to th e
sodium during the period of expansion there is no unique relationship between th e
energy released up to a particular stage of the expansion and the explosive yield .
In discussing the significance of SFI in reactor situations much more significanc e
to the roof impact stage of the expansion is required than has been customar y
when discussing nuclear excursions .



19. Table 2 gives some results at the roof impact stage of the expansion fo r
both REXCO and SURBOUM runs for the ducted design for SFI heat transfer rate s
ranging from 1 .5 to 1500 ms . From Column 2 it is seen that the results obtaine d
from REXCO and SURBOUM agree very well . A range of results is given which for
SURBOUM arises from the variation in velocity across the surface it being highe r

on the outside near the inner tank wall due to the presence of the deflector
plate . For the REXCO case there is a smooth velocity distribution but super -
imposed on top there is a saw tooth effect due to the reflection of shock wave s

from the surface .

20. The effect on roof impact of the assumption of vapour blanketing, assuming
the latter reduces the heat transfer in proportion to the amount of vapour
present,can be seen from the two corresponding values for T = 15 ms . L.hereas the
explosive yields are reduced significantly the slug velocity and work done at
roof impact (Column 3) are not reduced by as much . On the other hand the effect s
of longer heat transfer times are more significant when considering roof impact
damage than when considering explosive yields .

21. The preliminary results indicate that in assessing the importance of variou s
characterisations of SFIs in determining damage following a nuclear excursion i t
is necessary to have a good representation of the geometry . It is intended in
future studies to improve the calculation of heat loss from the expanding bubbl e
and modifications are being made to the containment codes to include this . The
effects of SFI on the fuel motion and the reactivity ramp rates associate d
with them are to be considered .
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TABLE 1

All Numbers Joules/dram of U02_

00
00
CA)

Heat Loss to
Breeder Sections
and Gas Plenum

11

Th ms

Quasi Steady State
Heat Transfer Rate

°C(0f -
9Na » h

Cho, Ivins & Wright Model
Fragmentation m(1 - exp(t/Tf) )

Heat Transfer a(

	

+

	

b

	

)
Fragmentation in Step s

Heat Transfer w(Cf -
ANa)/ThTh

1
Tf = 1 ms

a aTf =1

	

s 5 Steps of 1 ms
4

10 Steps of 5 ms
a

1 .5 527 .0 528 .0 390 .0 499 .0 420. 0

15 435 .0 459 .0 319 .0 433.0 405. 0

150 290.0 375 .0 206 .0 287 .0 268 .0

1500 40 .0 195 .o 58 .0 38 .9 39. 1

Th ms
Interaction Zone

Vapour Blanketing Conduction
through vapour

No Heat

Transfer after

Heat Loss
to surrounding

Radius 50 cm •

	

V vapour
)

layer
a

vapour formed
a

sodium
t o

Q «(1
-V total

7

1 .5 510 .0 345 .o 200.0 200.0 500.0 386 .0

15 398.0 156 .0 27.7 19 .5 418.0 297 .0

150 226 .0 37.8 1 .43 <1 244.0 111 .0

1500 21 .6 3.30 <1 «1 43.5 <1

EXPLOSIVE YIELDS FOR VARIOUSASSUMED SFI CHARACTERISTIC S



Table 2

Results atRoof Impactfor 1 Metre Gas Space

(Ducted Design with Rigid Inner Tank )

MFC I

(1 )
Time to

Roof Impac t
ms

(2)
Velocity of

Slug at Roof
Impact m/s

(3)
Work done a t
Roof Impact

GJ

(4 )
Core Press-
ure at Roof
Impact MPa

V/Vo

mT
$

VB
Yieldto
0.2 MPa ROC SUR REX SUR REX SUR REX SUR RFA SUR

GJ

1 .5 .• NO 9.7 17 - 90/110 - 2.3 - 22 .0 - 9 .7
•15 NO 7.8 38 37 55/58 56/59 1 .46 1 .46 14 .2 14 18 .2(1) 19. 8
15 YES 2.8 42 42 45/51 43/46 1 .23 0.92 ' 9 .5 7.5 2 1 .5(1 3 1 9 .5
150 NO 5.3 102 .5 105 29/32 3 1/33 0.49 0.49 6.5 6 .2 18 .2(1 20. 7
1500 NO 0.715 - 386 - 8/11 - 0.109 - 1 .3 - 21 .4

00
00

(5).
Impulse

	

Roof'
(6) (7) (8) (9)

on peak Load' Maximum Core Vapour Maximum StaticMPa sec Static Load
.

(4fdA) (/Pc VsdA)
Pressure and V/Vo

MPa
Lod '
MN

REX SUR REX SUR REX SUR REX SUR REX SU R

1 .5 . NO 0 .837 - 14,510 - 1,7i6 - 31 3.3 - - 2,418 -
15 NO 0 .52 0.54 9,013 9,360 1,108 1,092 25 .3 5.0 22 .7 5 .5 1 ,973 1,770
15 YES 0 .45 0 .42 7,800 7,280 741 585 21 .8 3.8 14 .1 5 .5 1,700 1,100
150 NO 0 .28 0.30 4,888 5,128 507 484 7 .8 6 .0 7.0 2 608 546
1500 NO - 0.087 - 1,500 - 101 .4 - - 1 .3 /9 - 101 .4

• Roof area 78 square metre s
Constant over range 7.0 - 13 .0

79 Constant over range 12 .0 - 22.0

(1) V/Vo for MFCI zone 1
for whole core V/Vo = 18 .0
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/25

Wright

	

Asked about the single-phase pressure pulse, and do they take

this seriously in their damage calculation ?

Jakeman

	

No not really, we certainly don't believe it should be

simulated in experiments to determine the damage to sub -

assemblies .

Board (comment) I would just like to comment that I strongly agree with
Dr. Jakeman's point that a low energy SFI can move fuel about
and could lead to an increase in reactivity . I do not see how
we can be sure that reactivity increases can never happen in any

of the complex configuration that can arise .

Costa

	

Could you please give more detailed information about the recent
incident at a steel plant in the U .K .

Jakeman Perhaps Mr . Morris who is on the staff of the Health and Safety

Executive and who helped with the investigations of the incident
might like to answer .

Morris

	

A report on the incident is due to be published shortly .

(The report has now been published in a report by HM Factory
Inspectorate entitled "The Explosion at Appleby-Frodingham
Steelworks, Scunthorpe, 4 November 1975" . This is available

from Her Majesty's Stationery Office or overseas agents . )

Wright

	

Bob, wasn't that the experiment where you had something lik e
90% void fractions in the fluid from gas generation in the thermite

process .

Henry (not available )

Morris

	

Do any of the calculational models take relief of pressure, by
expansion into the volume made available by the frozen fuel ,

into account. For example a 2 % contraction by the fuel could
reduce the pressure generated in an equal volume mixture o f

fuel and sodium by about a kilobar.

Jakeman

	

This his been taken into account in some consideration but it i s

one of many additional :features which could be incorporated
into the models .
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